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Acquisition of Stable Food Preferences

Paul Rozin, Ph.D.

Although biologically food is simply a source of nutrition, for humans it is much more than that. It provides one of the major sources of pleasure to our species. Within the context of culture, food also functions as a social and moral instrument. However, these effects are muted in modern Western industrialized cultures; we purchase highly processed foods and foods whose personal origins are shielded from us by the mediation of plastic wrap and impersonal employees of a supermarket. For many humans, e.g., hundreds of millions of Indians, food is intimately tied to its personal origins; the identity of the person who prepared a food is a major factor in its acceptance. One’s social/moral standing is at risk when one consumes food prepared by a person of lower caste rank, or when one violates a food taboo. More generally, there is a widespread belief, overt in traditional cultures and more subtle in developed cultures, that one takes on the properties of what one eats (“you are what you eat”). Such a belief can strongly influence food preferences, causing avoidance, e.g., of “female” foods by males, or avoidance of animal foods on the grounds that they will make one more like an animal.¹²

People spend much of their waking time earning money to purchase food, as well as in the food-related activities of cooking and eating. If the sole aim was nutrition, people could spend much less of their money and time on eating. The fact is that food preferences are heavily determined by the desire to maximize pleasure. In this presentation I shall emphasize the role of nutrition and pleasure in food preferences. I will pay rather little attention to the powerfully important social/moral factors, except insofar as they contribute to the pleasure of eating. In a brief review such as this, attention will be further limited to stable food preferences, i.e., preferences that remain from meal to meal, day to day, and month to month. Many preference changes, e.g., those determined by degree of satiety³ and the particular foods recently eaten,⁴ might be the subject of another essay. (For more detailed reviews on food selection, see references 5–13.)

Preference and Liking

Preference implies choice. To prefer a food is to choose it over another designated food (or other activity). For many people in the world, food intake is largely controlled by availability and cost, so that choices are limited and the mapping between actual foods eaten (use) and preference is rather weak. In more affluent cultures, as availability and cost recede in importance, preference is more in line with use.

Preference is a behavioral term; it is not a mechanism but rather a description of behavior. Liking, on the other hand, is a mental term, which serves both to describe some aspects of food choice and to explain them. Thus, one might say, “I prefer apple to pineapple because I especially like the flavor of apples.” This need not be true. For
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example, one might prefer apple but like pineapple better, as in a case of allergy to pineapple. Liking is a major cause of preference but not the only cause. As with the use/preference comparison, as certain constraints (in this case, health and social factors) fall into the background, liking becomes equivalent to preferring. For flavor variants of the same basic food, preference usually amounts to liking and the terms are sometimes used as equivalents.

The simplest classification of potential foods, for any individual or any culture, might be those that are eaten and those that are avoided. Further analysis indicates that within these broad categories, three types of reasons account for the particular psychologic nature of an accepted or rejected food. Some foods are rejected or accepted on the basis of their sensory properties: we like or dislike their taste, smell, or appearance. We call foods accepted primarily on these grounds good tastes and those rejected distastes. Other foods are rejected or accepted primarily on the basis of anticipated consequences of ingestion. Foods rejected because of presumed bad consequences we classify as dangerous, whereas those accepted for their positive effects we call beneficial. In the domain of food rejection, there is one more prominent motive for rejection, which we call ideational: concern about the nature or origin of the item in question. The great majority of items that are not eaten are simply thought to be inedible; we learn almost invariably through cultural mediation that things such as paper, grass, wood, glass, etc. are not food (what we call the inappropriate category). Finally, the most powerful rejection is defined by both ideational and bad-taste reasons. These items we call disgusting; they are rejected because of their very nature, but we are sure that they taste bad (as, e.g., feces in all cultures and insects in U.S. culture). Disgusting items are almost always animal in origin and hence are potentially nutritious, whereas inappropriate are usually of minimal (if any) nutritive value.

Genetic Determinants of Food Preferences

Humans, rats, and cockroaches are among the most successful species in the world. All owe part of their success to their omnivorous food habits; they can find nutrition in almost any environment, and they exploit a wide range of foods. Since there is no simple way to detect nutritional adequacy or the absence of toxins by sensory means, omnivores must basically learn what is edible and what is not. Thus, a biologic fact about omnivores is that relatively few genetic factors control their food selection. However, there are some genetically determined biologic biases in food selection.

Taste Biases

Many mammalian omnivores, including both rats and humans, have a genetically determined bias to accept sweet tastes and to avoid bitter tastes. These biases are in accord with some basic ecologic facts: in nature, sweetness predicts energy value, and bitterness predicts toxicity (e.g., alkaloids and glycosides, two very common classes of plant poison, both taste bitter). The innateness of these preferences is attested to by the fact that human infants, tested before they have ever consumed food, show facial expressions indicative of rejection when given bitter solutions and show acceptance when sweet solutions are presented.

It is likely that humans and other omnivorous mammals have other taste biases, but none has been definitively identified. Candidates include a negative response to oral irritation (e.g., as induced by chili pepper) and positive responses to fat, protein, and/or amino acids.

Novelty and Familiarity

A second bias, studied most intensively in the rat, is a tendency to be suspicious of new foods. However, there is also a curiosity about new foods, resulting in ambivalent behavior to them (the omnivore's dilemma).
Genetically Influenced Learning Abilities

A third genetically based bias is an ability to learn promptly about the delayed effects of ingested foods. Whereas most learning requires a brief time interval between events being associated, associations between foods ingested (usually tastes) and the metabolic consequences of ingestion may occur with intervals of hours. This phenomenon is most clear in learning by rats (but also humans) to avoid toxic foods. Finally, in the case of humans, there is the special biologic endowment of a brain and plasticity that allows for reasoning, hypothesis testing, and experimentation. Thus, by experimentation humans can learn what made them sick or what might make them better. This knowledge can then be passed along to contemporaries, or by oral or written tradition, to descendants.

Innate Specific Hungers

In his classic work Curt Richter showed that rats were able to choose among a set of foods in such a way as to correct nutritional deficiencies. Richter and his followers demonstrated such specific hungers for sodium, calcium, and other minerals, for a variety of vitamins, for protein and some specific amino acids, as well as for carbohydrate and fat. In order to qualify as innate, as Richter supposed, one would have to demonstrate that the rat had both an innate recognition of the specific nutrient and a recognition of the internal deficiency state associated with that nutrient, so that the animal would be able to search out the needed nutrient. Such a combination of innate capacities has been clearly demonstrated for sodium hunger. Rats deficient in sodium for the first time show an immediate preference for substances with high sodium content. There is a parallel specific hunger for water (with an innate state of thirst, triggering a search for an innately specified entity, water), and it is possible that there are innately programmed hungers for protein, energy in the form of carbohydrate, and calcium.

However, only those hungers for sodium and water have been documented. There is some evidence that a specific hunger for sodium may be innate in humans. For the great majority of nutrient deficiencies, rats and humans learn what foods are causative and curative.

Genetic Bases for Individual Differences

Very little of the substantial individual differences in food preferences can be attributed to genetic factors. However, there are two documented routes for such influence. One involves differences in the sense of taste. For example, inherited differences in sensitivity to a class of bitter compounds has been related, in a modest way, to preferences for bitter foods. More significant are the wide variety of metabolic differences that have genetic bases. These metabolic differences, when they promote deficiencies, provide the motivation for learning of specific food preferences. For example, differences in enzyme levels have been related to culture-specific food preferences for substances as diverse as fava beans and milk.

The Limits of Genetic Mechanisms

It would be surprising, given what has been said, if genetic factors were sufficient to guarantee adaptive food selection. Classic self-selection studies done with rats by Richter and with newly weaned human infants by Davis suggested adaptive food selection in need-free (nondeficient) organisms. Although there is no doubt that the rats and humans sustained good growth on a self-selected diet, this result does not support the sufficiency of innate capacity. First, the choices offered to rats and humans were such that random broad selection might have sufficed for normal growth. There is no definitive evidence for an ability to select nutrients adaptively in the need-free state, unless there has been prior experience with deficiencies. Second, any adaptive choice that may have occurred in these types of cafeteria experiments could have resulted from learning.
Cultural Determinants of Food Preference

In contrast to the situation with nonhuman animals, food preferences of humans show a predominant influence of cultural factors. Only humans have a body of culturally transmitted nutritional beliefs, values, preferences, and modes of food preparation and serving (cuisine). Indeed, if one wished to know as much as possible about an individual’s food preference, the best question to ask would be, “What is your culture or ethnic group?” Of course, culture is the product of individual humans, so biologic biases in individuals may appear in cultural traditions. Thus, the extensive use of sugar and artificial sweeteners in many cuisines may be traced to the innate liking for sweet.\textsuperscript{11,27} Similarly, learning about food processing, which is transmitted through culture, accounts for many elaborate technologies, such as the improvement of the nutritional value of corn by the making of tortillas\textsuperscript{24} or the fermentation of milk to digest externally otherwise indigestible lactose.\textsuperscript{25} However, culture can also influence our biology. Lactose tolerance, a genetically based trait, almost certainly results from a selection pressure resulting from the domestication of animals and the availability of raw milk to our ancestors.\textsuperscript{11,25}

Within-Culture Variance in Preferences: The Family Paradox

Cultural factors cannot explain the widespread individual variation in preferences that occur across members of the same culture. These variations must be attributable to either genetic differences or differences in individual experience (acquisition). The most obvious source of that experience is parental influence, especially that of the mother, who, in traditional settings, supervises both food preparation and feeding. It is very surprising and disturbing to note that parent–child resemblance in food preference is very low: correlations range from zero to about 0.25.\textsuperscript{28–30} Note that family resemblance includes both genetic and experiential fac-

 tors, so that this low correlation is the more surprising. Evidence from twins\textsuperscript{31,32} indicates a very small role for heredity, a fact suggesting that most of the modest family–resemblance correlations are attributable to a common environment. The family results are paradoxical because culture-based preferences are almost surely communicated, in substantial part, by experience in the family environment. If the family is effective at doing that, why is it not effective in communicating its unique preferences?

The paradox is expanded by the finding that the mother–child correlation is not significantly or reliably higher than the father–child correlation.\textsuperscript{28–30} Any reasonable theory would attribute a greater environmental influence to the mother. If most within-culture variance is environmental, but not familial, where does it come from? There are rather small effects of gender and age.\textsuperscript{33} Idiosyncratic events, personality differences, and peer or teacher influences are possible but have yet to be explored. What remains is a mystery.

One might expect family effects to be greatest in the first five years of life, when the family has the greatest control over the child’s feeding. However, although there is evidence for the effects of early experience on later food choice,\textsuperscript{5} there is no evidence that early experience is more important than later experience. This makes adaptive sense for mammals. Their earliest food, milk, is one that is unavailable (except for those humans in dairying cultures) after weaning. A strong preference for an unavailable food would be maladaptive.\textsuperscript{34}

The Acquisition of Likes and Dislikes for Foods

The major conceptual problem in this field, aside from the family paradox, has to do with the processes that cause foods to acquire bad or good tastes. It is not puzzling that a food is avoided (dangerous category) because one learns through direct experience or by a social route that it causes harm, or that a food is consumed
because it has positive effects (beneficial category). The puzzle is that some foods come to be liked or disliked, i.e., consumed or avoided, because of their intrinsic sensory properties. The acquisition of likes is of significance in public health because it is much easier to maintain ingestion of a food that is liked and to maintain avoidance of the food that is disliked. Hence, to foster better food habits, it is most desirable to create appropriate likes and dislikes. Unfortunately, we know little about the mechanisms involved. I shall review, in turn, the acquisition of three types of liking: distastes, disgusts, and good tastes.

The Acquisition of Distaste

There is one very well-established mechanism for change in liking in the food domain, and it has to do with the creation of distastes. For rats or humans, when ingestion of a food is followed by malaise, particularly nausea, the food tends to become disliked. This conditioned taste-aversion is a form of Pavlovian conditioning. The special potency of nausea is striking, since life-threatening allergic responses that do not include nausea typically produce a danger characterization of the food but not a distaste. People with allergies typically treat the allergic food as dangerous but not distasteful. There are many distastes in the food repertoire of most people, and it is unlikely that nausea-based taste aversions account for most. We have no direct evidence for the other mechanisms that must be involved.

The Acquisition of Disgust

We define disgust as "revulsion at the prospect of oral incorporation of an offensive substance. The offensive objects are contaminants; i.e., if they even briefly contact an acceptable food, they tend to render that food unacceptable." Feces are universally considered to be disgusting, and almost all substances that meet the criterion set in the definition of disgust are of animal origin. There is no evidence of an innate basis for this category. Furthermore, there is no evidence for anything like disgust in a nonhuman animal. We do not know how disgust is acquired. One possibility is Pavlovian conditioning, which would result from a pairing of feces (as a conditioned stimulus) with negative emotional expressions in parents (the unconditioned stimulus), presumably during toilet training. This process might establish the first and universal disgust, and others might be acquired by a similar type of conditioning, or by pairing of a new item with an already disgusting item. Alternatively, disgust may be a cognitive category: reservations about eating animals, because of both moral issues and the prospect of incorporating the animal's qualities, might cause strong negative response. Very little is known about this acquisition process, but clearly, it is an acquisition process.

The Acquisition of Likes (Good Tastes)

There is no single highly potent mechanism for the acquisition of likes operative in both animals and humans that might correspond to the role of nausea in distaste. As with distaste, Pavlovian factors seem of paramount importance. Unlike the development of distastes, as currently understood, there is a powerful role for social factors in the generation of likes. It is difficult to make the like/preference distinction with animals, although it is possible to do so by using facial expressions. For this reason most of the research reviewed deals with humans. However, for some purposes, increases in preferences shown by animals can be interpreted as increases in liking.

Nonsocial Factors

The simplest way to account for acquired likes is mere exposure; simple exposure without any obvious consequences may produce increased liking. The mechanism is unknown, although it may be, in part, dissipation of the fear of a new food.

In a Pavlovian framework, if we think of a food as a conditioned stimulus, two types of nonsocial unconditioned stimuli have been shown to enhance liking. One is the
positive postigestional consequence, usually associated with reduction of hunger. Rats and humans learn to prefer (like) foods of high caloric value, if fed these foods when hungry. In general, these enhanced liking effects require more trials and are less robust than the conditioned taste aversions. However, by use of partially hydrolyzed starch (polycose) as the unconditioned stimulus, it was recently possible to produce strong enhancements of flavor preferences in rats. A second effective unconditioned stimulus is an already-liked taste. Several studies on both rats and humans have shown that there is increased preference or liking for flavors that are paired with sweetness.

**Social Factors**

Social factors may be the most potent means of enhancing liking in humans. Such factors have proved to be highly effective in rats, where exposure to a conspecific who has eaten a food enhances preference for that food and makes it resistant to subsequent aversion-conditioning. Social forces work in two ways in humans. Indirectly, through cultural mediation, social factors control what foods are experienced, and in what combinations. For example, coffee is frequently drunk, at first, with much milk or cream and sugar. Later, these palatable components may fade away. This coffee/cream/sugar coupling is a form of Pavlovian conditioning of the type described previously, but it is programmed by culture. Social factors also serve to modulate liking directly, as when an adult shows pleasure at consuming a food, and a child notes this adult response and shows an enhanced liking. This process may be viewed as a form of Pavlovian conditioning in which the positive effect shown by the other person is the unconditioned stimulus. Birch conducted a series of definitive experiments showing that children come to like foods more if they perceive that peers or respected others enjoy these foods. These effects are substantial and long-lasting. Birch et al. added a fascinating twist to this story. If children are given a reward for eating a particular food, their preference for the food increases. However, when the reward is discontinued, their preference drops to below its initial level. The interpretation of this decrease in preference is that the reward indicates that a bribe is needed to eat the food, i.e., the food is not good in itself. This perception by the child may prevent acquisition of a liking.

**Acquired Likes for Innately Unpalatable Foods**

Humans develop likings for a set of foods that are innately unpalatable. The most common classes of such foods are bitter and irritant. These likes could result from the mechanisms we have already discussed. It is also possible that the initial negativity of these foods may be a factor in the acquired liking. For example, the initial negative response may be accompanied by endorphin secretion, which might increase with successive encounters, leading to a pleasant outcome. Alternatively, the thrill-seeking aspect of consuming such foods may lead to pleasure. Chili pepper is harmless, but it activates strong bodily mechanisms of rejection. Perhaps the appreciation of the fact that the body is signaling harm but that it is really safe is a source of pleasure.

In summary, there is much more to discover than there is already known in the area of food selection. However, the methodology for extension of our knowledge is in place, and we can look forward to greatly increased knowledge about the acquisition of food preferences in coming decades.
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